
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                    
                               Timaru District Council 
                                                    2 King George Place 
                               Timaru 7910 

                                                                                                                                                                                     Phone: 03 687 7200 

                   

Further submission in support of, or in opposition to, submission on the 
Proposed Timaru District Plan 

Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Further submissions close on Friday 4 August 2023 at 5pm 
 
To: Timaru District Council  
 
This is a further submission in support of, or in opposition to, a submission on the Proposed Timaru District 
Plan. 
 
Full name of person making further submission:  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Organisation name and contact (if representing a group or organisation): 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Only certain persons can make a further submission. Please select the option that applies. 
I am:  

☐ a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest; 

☐ a person who has an interest in the proposal that is greater than the interest the general public has; 

☐ the local authority for the relevant area. 

Please explain why you come within the category selected above: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hearing options 

I wish to be heard in support of my further submission?      ☐ Yes      ☐ No 

If others make a similar further submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing.  

☐ Yes      ☐ No 

Signature: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________ 

Fabia Fox

Alpine Energy Limited

As a Lifeline Utility provider, and the owner of the electricity distribution network across the Timaru District

Alpine Energy's interest is greater than the interest the general public has

Fabia Fox 11/08/2023

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2003/0153/latest/link.aspx?id=DLM241225#DLM241225


 

 

(of person making submission or person authorised to make decision on behalf) 

PLEASE NOTE - A signature is not required if you submit this form electronically. By entering your name in 
the box above you are giving your authority for this application to proceed. 

Electronic address for service of person making further submission:        
 
Telephone: ____________________________ 
 
Postal address (or alternative method of service under section 352 of the Act):  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Contact person: [name and designation, if applicable]: ________________________________________________ 
 
You have served a copy of the further submission on the original submitter (this is required under the 
Resource Management Act 1991 Schedule 1, s8A(2) to be completed within 5 working days after it is 
served on the Timaru District Council)  

☐ Yes      ☐ No 

 
Further submissions close on Friday 4 August 2023 at 5pm. 

fabia.fox@alpineenergy.co.nz

0274693702

PO Box 530, Timaru 7940

Fabia Fox, Regulatory and Sustainability Manager



This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point

Timaru District Council 42.14; Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in 
the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies 
refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines 
utilities and other infrastructure. However, the 
implementing rules and standards refer to 
infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. 
Greater certainty is required for plan users.

Support This will provide greater certainty to Alpine 
Energy Limited and the application of rules to 
meet objectives and policies 

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Kianga Ora 229.14 Considers the proposed National Grid provisions are 
overly restrictive and do not efficiently manage 
sensitive activities within close proximity to and under 
the National Grid

Oppose Lifeline Utilities, including the National Grid, 
and significant distribution lines require 
protection from adverse effects, including 
reverse sensitivity. 

Disallow Alpine Energy supports alignment with NPSET  and retaining the objectives, policies and 
rules relating to the protection of regionally significant infrastructure and lifeline 
utilities, and seeks further protection for significant distribution lines by way of an 
amendment to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity 
lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.  New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m 
of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer 
edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.  New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation 
for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is 
non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited 
notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written 
approval is provided. 

Radio New Zealand Limited 152.27 Support amendments that refer to lifeline utilities and 
the risks of reverse sensitivity effects

Support Lifeline utilities, including electricity 
distribution networks require protection from 
adverse effects including reverse sensitivity 

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Timaru District Council 42.15 Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer 
to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A 
typographical error should be corrected.

Support Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the 
definition of 'Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted 
seeking this be amended to recognise the 
regional significance and criticality of the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility. Amending the introduction to include 
'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in 
part, achieve this. 

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Name of person making further submission: Alpine Energy Limited



This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point

Timaru District Council 42.16 Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer 
to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A 
typographical error should be corrected.

Support Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the 
definition of 'Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted 
seeking this be amended to recognise the 
regional significance and criticality of the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility. Amending the introduction to include 
'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in 
part, achieve this. 

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Connexa 176.35 Considers the title of the objective should include 
lifeline utilities, given they are provided for in the body 
of the objectives.

Support Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to 
align with content of objectives

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Timaru District Council 42.17 Amend title to include lifeline utilities Support Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to 
align with content of objectives

Allow in part As amended by the submitter

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited

159.33 The submitter does not support the objective in so far 
as it 
relates to the National Grid. The reasons include:
1. The requirement to avoid adverse effects is overly 
onerous 
and not consistent with the NPSET nor Policy 16.3.4 of 
the 
CRPS. 
2. It is more stringent than the approach to other 
infrastructure.
3. The requirement to achieve all relevant objectives in 
underlying zones is overly onerous and inconsistent 
with 
sections 104 and 171 of the RMA.
4. The requirement to avoid adverse effects does not 
give 
effect to provisions of the CRPS, including Policy 5.3.9 
or the 
requirement to facilitate the operation and 
development of 
the National Grid in the objective of the NPSET

Support Alignment with NPSET Allow in full As amended by the submitter



This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point

Alpine Energy Limited 55.7 Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in 
the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies 
refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines 
utilities and other infrastructure. However, the 
implementing rules and standards refer to 
infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. 
Greater certainty is required for plan users.

Oppose Alpine Energy Limited's submission opposing 
the EI-O4 was an error in the submission form. 
Alpine Energy Supports the EI-O4,  as it 
recognises that the efficient operation, 
maintenance, repair, upgrading or 
development of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities should not 
be constrained or compromised by the 
adverse effects of subdivision, use and 
development, including reverse sensitivity.

Disallow in part Disallow the stated "opposition", and allow the submission summary point included in 
the submission. Alpine Energy Limited seeks to amend our original submission to 
change "oppose" to "support" for EI-O4

Kainga Ora 245.44 EI-O4 -  Considers that the objective should reflect the 
NPSET, that 
seeks that activities are managed ‘to the extent 
reasonably 
possible (e.g. Policy 10). 

Oppose Regionally Significant Infrastructure and 
Lifeline Utilities should not be constrained or 
compromised by the adverse effects of 
subdivision, use and development, including 
reverse sensitivity. Limiting the Objective only 
to the operation, maintenance and repair of 
infrastructure, and not the upgrading or 
development, fails to recognise the impact of 
growth requirements, especially as a result of 
decarbonisation through electrification and 
the need to protect new regionally significant 
and lifeline utility infrastructure from adverse 
effects.

Disallow Disallow the amendment proposed

Timaru District Council 42.19 EI-P2  Related to submission on Objective EI-O2. 
Considers Policy E1-P2 should be to cover the situation 
where there are no alternative sites, routes or 
methods for the proposed infrastructure, e.g., due to 
design or locational constraints. Amend EI-P2.2 to 
include a further sub-clause such as "the extent to 
which viable alternative 
sites, routes or methods are available" or similar.

Support Alpine Energy Limited supports this 
amendment as it recognises that locational 
constraints on infrastructure can prohibit 
viable alternatives and it is appropriate for the 
policy to consider the extent to which viable 
alternative suites, routes or methods are 
available.

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited

159.49 EI-P1 support the submission to amend the policy to 
allow the establishment of electricity transmission 
infrastructure 

Support To deliver on the EI-P1 (6), to allow large scale 
renewable generation, the policy should also 
support the establishment of electricity 
transmission and distribution networks to 
achieve the benefits of the renewable 
generation

Allow in full As amended by the submitter, with a further amendment: 
x. allowing the establishment of new and the development of development of 
electricity distribution assets

Timaru District Council 42.19 EI-P2 The policy should cover the situation where 
there are no alternative sites, routes or methods for 
the proposed infrastructure, e.g. due to design or 
location constraints

Support To implement EI-O2, the policy should allow 
for such situations as they apply to electricity 
distribution networks

Allow in full As amended by the submitter



This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point

Radio New Zealand Limited 152.32 EI-P2 Alpine Energy supports the amendment to refer 
to lifeline utilities

Support To be consistent with other provisions within 
the PDP

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Timaru District Council 42.20 EI-P3 Amend title to include lifeline utilities Support Recognising lifeline utilities within this policy 
aligns with the objectives

Allow in full  To give effect to the objective, and the amended policy (as submitted) Alpine Energy 
further submits that as lifeline utilities, significant distribution lines require greater 
protection than is currently allowed in the PDP. Alpine Energy proposes an amendment 
to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity 
lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.   New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m 
of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer 
edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.   New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation 
for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is 
non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited 
notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written 
approval is provided. 

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society

156.67 EI- R11 Oppose submission to not permit new 
overhead lines within the coastal environment

Oppose This amendment would hamper Alpine 
Energy's ability to  provide cost-effective 
electricity infrastructure to the Timaru 
community

Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed

Connexa; Chorus New 
Zealand; Vodafone New 
Zealand Limited; Spark New 
Zealand Trading Limited

176.51; 208.51; 
209.51; 210.51

EI-R13 Support extending new overhead lines to 
commercial and mixed use zone

Support These zones tend to have larger buildings 
which comfortably assimilate overhead lines.

Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Connexa; Chorus New 
Zealand; Vodafone New 
Zealand Limited; Spark New 
Zealand Trading Limited

176.55; 208.55; 
209.55 210.55

EI-R17 Footprint of network utilities should be 
consistent with the underlying zone provisions in the 
manner that setback and height in relation to 
boundary is under PER-1

Support Consistency with other rules Allow in full As amended by the submitter

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society

156.64 EI-R2 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading 
of underground infrastructure in the coastal 
environment

Oppose The amendment will hamper and increase the 
cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is 
inconsistent with EI-P1

Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited

159.4 EI-R2 Support the rule, but not that it is more stringent 
than EI-R3 providing for new underground 
infrastructure

Support Consistency with other rules Support As amended by the submitter



This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point

Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society

156.65 EI-R3 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading 
of infrastructure in the coastal environment

Oppose The amendment will hamper and increase the 
cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is 
inconsistent with EI-P1

Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited

159.86 CE-P13 Support the policies relating to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and 
submit that this be extended to include Lifeline 
Utilities, recognising that there are functional and 
operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal 
environment

Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility 

Allow Amend CE-P13 as follows:
CE-P11     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities in Coastal Hazard 
Areas

Connexa 176.84 CE-R7 Support the rule relating to maintenance and 
upgrading of Regionally Significant Infrastructure in 
Coastal Hazard Areas, and submit that this be 
extended to include Lifeline Utilities, recognising that 
there are functional and operational needs for lifeline 
utilities in the coastal environment and maintenance 
and upgrading of these utilities is of equal importance 
to that of Regionally Significant Infrastructure

Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of 
existing lifeline utility assets should be 
recognised accordingly within the rule

Allow Amend CE-R7 as follows:
CE-R7     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - maintenance and 
upgrade

Transpower New Zealand 
Limited

159.87 CE-R8 Support the rule relating to new Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and 
submit that this be extended to include Lifeline 
Utilities, recognising that there are functional and 
operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal 
environment and maintenance and upgrading of these 
utilities is of equal importance to that of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure

Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of 
existing lifeline utility assets should be 
recognised accordingly within the rule

Allow Amend CE-R8 as follows:
CE-R8     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - New



This message was sent from outside the company by someone with a display name matching a user in your organisation. Please
do not click links or open attachments unless you recognise the source of this email and know the content is safe.

From: Fabia Fox
To: PDP
Subject: [Potential Impersonation] - RE: Alpine Energy Limited Further Submissions to PDP
Date: Tuesday, 22 August 2023 3:36:56 pm
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Hi Jane
 
Thanks for the email. Sorry about that, something funny is happening with the text wrap there. Certainly left that
proposal as a bit of a cliff hanger!
Please find attached the Excel and a new and improved PDF.
 
Any other issues please let me know.
 
 
 

Fabia Fox / Regulatory & Sustainability Manager
T 0800 661177  P 027 469 3702  W alpineenergy.co.nz 
24 Elginshire Street, Washdyke | PO Box 530, Timaru

Blue Logo (002).jpg

   

We are a member of the Utilities Disputes complaints scheme. If you have raised a complaint that we have not managed to resolve, you can contact
Utilities Disputes  for resolving complaints, this is a free and independent service. This communication may contain information that is confidential and
subject to legal privilege. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately and permanently delete this communication.
If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, retention, or other use is prohibited. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: PDP <pdp@timdc.govt.nz> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 2:31 PM
To: Fabia Fox <Fabia.Fox@alpineenergy.co.nz>
Subject: Alpine Energy Limited Further Submissions to PDP
 
Hello Fabia,
 
Thank you for your further submission. Could you please forward the further submission table in Excel format as
it appears one or two of the rows have cut off in the PDF document for e.g Timaru District Council – 42.20 – last
column ends as follows –“ a. Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but…”   Thank you.
 
regards
 

mailto:Fabia.Fox@alpineenergy.co.nz
mailto:pdp@timdc.govt.nz
tel:0800661177
tel:027 469 3702
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://alpineenergy.co.nz/__;!!LNY4ctdu6A!bU3Twg_lrvCXzpa3Ty2kwkLH04ohHOWRZnA7qWJhL_YC3Dns2BRObjppCBMqgR8Fe1s4TL3MR9Y_eT1eBOR4Ty5-ps-c$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.facebook.com/AlpineEnergy/__;!!LNY4ctdu6A!bU3Twg_lrvCXzpa3Ty2kwkLH04ohHOWRZnA7qWJhL_YC3Dns2BRObjppCBMqgR8Fe1s4TL3MR9Y_eT1eBOR4TwDTlNfv$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.linkedin.com/company/alpine-energy-group-limited__;!!LNY4ctdu6A!bU3Twg_lrvCXzpa3Ty2kwkLH04ohHOWRZnA7qWJhL_YC3Dns2BRObjppCBMqgR8Fe1s4TL3MR9Y_eT1eBOR4T4FlEOoe$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.utilitiesdisputes.co.nz__;!!LNY4ctdu6A!bU3Twg_lrvCXzpa3Ty2kwkLH04ohHOWRZnA7qWJhL_YC3Dns2BRObjppCBMqgR8Fe1s4TL3MR9Y_eT1eBOR4Tz8nTIIB$












This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45


The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:


My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point


Timaru District Council 42.14; Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in 
the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies 
refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines 
utilities and other infrastructure. However, the 
implementing rules and standards refer to 
infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. 
Greater certainty is required for plan users.


Support This will provide greater certainty to Alpine 
Energy Limited and the application of rules to 
meet objectives and policies 


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Kianga Ora 229.14 Considers the proposed National Grid provisions are 
overly restrictive and do not efficiently manage 
sensitive activities within close proximity to and under 
the National Grid


Oppose Lifeline Utilities, including the National Grid, 
and significant distribution lines require 
protection from adverse effects, including 
reverse sensitivity. 


Disallow Alpine Energy supports alignment with NPSET  and retaining the objectives, policies and 
rules relating to the protection of regionally significant infrastructure and lifeline 
utilities, and seeks further protection for significant distribution lines by way of an 
amendment to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity 
lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.  New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m 
of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer 
edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.  New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation 
for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is 
non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited 
notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written 
approval is provided. 


Radio New Zealand Limited 152.27 Support amendments that refer to lifeline utilities and 
the risks of reverse sensitivity effects


Support Lifeline utilities, including electricity 
distribution networks require protection from 
adverse effects including reverse sensitivity 


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Timaru District Council 42.15 Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer 
to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A 
typographical error should be corrected.


Support Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the 
definition of 'Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted 
seeking this be amended to recognise the 
regional significance and criticality of the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility. Amending the introduction to include 
'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in 
part, achieve this. 


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Name of person making further submission: Alpine Energy Limited







This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45


The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:


My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point


Timaru District Council 42.16 Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer 
to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A 
typographical error should be corrected.


Support Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the 
definition of 'Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted 
seeking this be amended to recognise the 
regional significance and criticality of the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility. Amending the introduction to include 
'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in 
part, achieve this. 


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Connexa 176.35 Considers the title of the objective should include 
lifeline utilities, given they are provided for in the body 
of the objectives.


Support Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to 
align with content of objectives


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Timaru District Council 42.17 Amend title to include lifeline utilities Support Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to 
align with content of objectives


Allow in part As amended by the submitter


Transpower New Zealand 
Limited


159.33 The submitter does not support the objective in so far 
as it 
relates to the National Grid. The reasons include:
1. The requirement to avoid adverse effects is overly 
onerous 
and not consistent with the NPSET nor Policy 16.3.4 of 
the 
CRPS. 
2. It is more stringent than the approach to other 
infrastructure.
3. The requirement to achieve all relevant objectives in 
underlying zones is overly onerous and inconsistent 
with 
sections 104 and 171 of the RMA.
4. The requirement to avoid adverse effects does not 
give 
effect to provisions of the CRPS, including Policy 5.3.9 
or the 
requirement to facilitate the operation and 
development of 
the National Grid in the objective of the NPSET


Support Alignment with NPSET Allow in full As amended by the submitter







This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45


The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:


My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point


Alpine Energy Limited 55.7 Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in 
the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies 
refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines 
utilities and other infrastructure. However, the 
implementing rules and standards refer to 
infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. 
Greater certainty is required for plan users.


Oppose Alpine Energy Limited's submission opposing 
the EI-O4 was an error in the submission form. 
Alpine Energy Supports the EI-O4,  as it 
recognises that the efficient operation, 
maintenance, repair, upgrading or 
development of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities should not 
be constrained or compromised by the 
adverse effects of subdivision, use and 
development, including reverse sensitivity.


Disallow in part Disallow the stated "opposition", and allow the submission summary point included in 
the submission. Alpine Energy Limited seeks to amend our original submission to 
change "oppose" to "support" for EI-O4


Kainga Ora 245.44 EI-O4 -  Considers that the objective should reflect the 
NPSET, that 
seeks that activities are managed ‘to the extent 
reasonably 
possible (e.g. Policy 10). 


Oppose Regionally Significant Infrastructure and 
Lifeline Utilities should not be constrained or 
compromised by the adverse effects of 
subdivision, use and development, including 
reverse sensitivity. Limiting the Objective only 
to the operation, maintenance and repair of 
infrastructure, and not the upgrading or 
development, fails to recognise the impact of 
growth requirements, especially as a result of 
decarbonisation through electrification and 
the need to protect new regionally significant 
and lifeline utility infrastructure from adverse 
effects.


Disallow Disallow the amendment proposed


Timaru District Council 42.19 EI-P2  Related to submission on Objective EI-O2. 
Considers Policy E1-P2 should be to cover the situation 
where there are no alternative sites, routes or 
methods for the proposed infrastructure, e.g., due to 
design or locational constraints. Amend EI-P2.2 to 
include a further sub-clause such as "the extent to 
which viable alternative 
sites, routes or methods are available" or similar.


Support Alpine Energy Limited supports this 
amendment as it recognises that locational 
constraints on infrastructure can prohibit 
viable alternatives and it is appropriate for the 
policy to consider the extent to which viable 
alternative suites, routes or methods are 
available.


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Transpower New Zealand 
Limited


159.49 EI-P1 support the submission to amend the policy to 
allow the establishment of electricity transmission 
infrastructure 


Support To deliver on the EI-P1 (6), to allow large scale 
renewable generation, the policy should also 
support the establishment of electricity 
transmission and distribution networks to 
achieve the benefits of the renewable 
generation


Allow in full As amended by the submitter, with a further amendment: 
x. allowing the establishment of new and the development of development of 
electricity distribution assets


Timaru District Council 42.19 EI-P2 The policy should cover the situation where 
there are no alternative sites, routes or methods for 
the proposed infrastructure, e.g. due to design or 
location constraints


Support To implement EI-O2, the policy should allow 
for such situations as they apply to electricity 
distribution networks


Allow in full As amended by the submitter







This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45


The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:


My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point


Radio New Zealand Limited 152.32 EI-P2 Alpine Energy supports the amendment to refer 
to lifeline utilities


Support To be consistent with other provisions within 
the PDP


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Timaru District Council 42.20 EI-P3 Amend title to include lifeline utilities Support Recognising lifeline utilities within this policy 
aligns with the objectives


Allow in full  To give effect to the objective, and the amended policy (as submitted) Alpine Energy 
further submits that as lifeline utilities, significant distribution lines require greater 
protection than is currently allowed in the PDP. Alpine Energy proposes an amendment 
to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity 
lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.   New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m 
of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer 
edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.   New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation 
for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is 
non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited 
notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written 
approval is provided. 


Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society


156.67 EI- R11 Oppose submission to not permit new 
overhead lines within the coastal environment


Oppose This amendment would hamper Alpine 
Energy's ability to  provide cost-effective 
electricity infrastructure to the Timaru 
community


Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed


Connexa; Chorus New 
Zealand; Vodafone New 
Zealand Limited; Spark New 
Zealand Trading Limited


176.51; 208.51; 
209.51; 210.51


EI-R13 Support extending new overhead lines to 
commercial and mixed use zone


Support These zones tend to have larger buildings 
which comfortably assimilate overhead lines.


Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Connexa; Chorus New 
Zealand; Vodafone New 
Zealand Limited; Spark New 
Zealand Trading Limited


176.55; 208.55; 
209.55 210.55


EI-R17 Footprint of network utilities should be 
consistent with the underlying zone provisions in the 
manner that setback and height in relation to 
boundary is under PER-1


Support Consistency with other rules Allow in full As amended by the submitter


Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society


156.64 EI-R2 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading 
of underground infrastructure in the coastal 
environment


Oppose The amendment will hamper and increase the 
cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is 
inconsistent with EI-P1


Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed


Transpower New Zealand 
Limited


159.4 EI-R2 Support the rule, but not that it is more stringent 
than EI-R3 providing for new underground 
infrastructure


Support Consistency with other rules Support As amended by the submitter







This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45


The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:


My/our 
position on the 
original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part)


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in 
relation to the original submission point


Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society


156.65 EI-R3 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading 
of infrastructure in the coastal environment


Oppose The amendment will hamper and increase the 
cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is 
inconsistent with EI-P1


Oppose Disallow the amendment proposed


Transpower New Zealand 
Limited


159.86 CE-P13 Support the policies relating to Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and 
submit that this be extended to include Lifeline 
Utilities, recognising that there are functional and 
operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal 
environment


Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility 


Allow Amend CE-P13 as follows:
CE-P11     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities in Coastal Hazard 
Areas


Connexa 176.84 CE-R7 Support the rule relating to maintenance and 
upgrading of Regionally Significant Infrastructure in 
Coastal Hazard Areas, and submit that this be 
extended to include Lifeline Utilities, recognising that 
there are functional and operational needs for lifeline 
utilities in the coastal environment and maintenance 
and upgrading of these utilities is of equal importance 
to that of Regionally Significant Infrastructure


Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of 
existing lifeline utility assets should be 
recognised accordingly within the rule


Allow Amend CE-R7 as follows:
CE-R7     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - maintenance and 
upgrade


Transpower New Zealand 
Limited


159.87 CE-R8 Support the rule relating to new Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and 
submit that this be extended to include Lifeline 
Utilities, recognising that there are functional and 
operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal 
environment and maintenance and upgrading of these 
utilities is of equal importance to that of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure


Support Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the 
Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP 
that recognise the equal status of Regionally 
Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. 
Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, 
including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the 
electricity distribution network as a lifeline 
utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of 
existing lifeline utility assets should be 
recognised accordingly within the rule


Allow Amend CE-R8 as follows:
CE-R8     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - New






Further Submission

		Name of person making further submission: Alpine Energy Limited





		This further submission is in relation to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council		This further submission is in relation to the original submission Number: 
enter the unique submission umber as per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45		The particular parts of the original submission I/we support /oppose are:		My/our position on the original submission is: 
Support or oppose		The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the original submission are:		Allow or disallow the original submission (in full or in part)		Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original submission point

		Timaru District Council		42.14;		Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines utilities and other infrastructure. However, the implementing rules and standards refer to infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. Greater certainty is required for plan users.		Support		This will provide greater certainty to Alpine Energy Limited and the application of rules to meet objectives and policies 		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Kianga Ora		229.14		Considers the proposed National Grid provisions are overly restrictive and do not efficiently manage sensitive activities within close proximity to and under the National Grid		Oppose		Lifeline Utilities, including the National Grid, and significant distribution lines require protection from adverse effects, including reverse sensitivity. 		Disallow		Alpine Energy supports alignment with NPSET  and retaining the objectives, policies and rules relating to the protection of regionally significant infrastructure and lifeline utilities, and seeks further protection for significant distribution lines by way of an amendment to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.  New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.  New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written approval is provided. 

		Radio New Zealand Limited		152.27		Support amendments that refer to lifeline utilities and the risks of reverse sensitivity effects		Support		Lifeline utilities, including electricity distribution networks require protection from adverse effects including reverse sensitivity 		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Timaru District Council		42.15		Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A typographical error should be corrected.		Support		Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the definition of 'Regionally Significant Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted seeking this be amended to recognise the regional significance and criticality of the electricity distribution network as a lifeline utility. Amending the introduction to include 'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in part, achieve this. 		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Timaru District Council		42.16		Considers it is appropriate for the introduction to refer to "Lifelines Utilities" in addition to Regionally Significant Infrastructure and other infrastructure. A typographical error should be corrected.		Support		Alpine Energy Limited is not included in the definition of 'Regionally Significant Infrastructure' in the PDP. We have submitted seeking this be amended to recognise the regional significance and criticality of the electricity distribution network as a lifeline utility. Amending the introduction to include 'Lifeline Utilities' as submitted by TDC will, in part, achieve this. 		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Connexa		176.35		Considers the title of the objective should include lifeline utilities, given they are provided for in the body of the objectives.		Support		Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to align with content of objectives		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Timaru District Council		42.17		Amend title to include lifeline utilities		Support 		Lifeline utilities to be recognised in the title to align with content of objectives		Allow in part		As amended by the submitter

		Transpower New Zealand Limited		159.33		The submitter does not support the objective in so far as it 
relates to the National Grid. The reasons include:
1. The requirement to avoid adverse effects is overly onerous 
and not consistent with the NPSET nor Policy 16.3.4 of the 
CRPS. 
2. It is more stringent than the approach to other 
infrastructure.
3. The requirement to achieve all relevant objectives in 
underlying zones is overly onerous and inconsistent with 
sections 104 and 171 of the RMA.
4. The requirement to avoid adverse effects does not give 
effect to provisions of the CRPS, including Policy 5.3.9 or the 
requirement to facilitate the operation and development of 
the National Grid in the objective of the NPSET		Support		Alignment with NPSET 		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Alpine Energy Limited		55.7		Considers there is an inconsistent use of terminology in the EI section. For example, the objectives and policies refer to regionally significant infrastructure, lifelines utilities and other infrastructure. However, the implementing rules and standards refer to infrastructure and network utilities interchangeably. Greater certainty is required for plan users.		Oppose		Alpine Energy Limited's submission opposing the EI-O4 was an error in the submission form. Alpine Energy Supports the EI-O4,  as it recognises that the efficient operation, 
maintenance, repair, upgrading or development of Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities should not be constrained or compromised by the adverse effects of subdivision, use and development, including reverse sensitivity.		Disallow in part		Disallow the stated "opposition", and allow the submission summary point included in the submission. Alpine Energy Limited seeks to amend our original submission to change "oppose" to "support" for EI-O4

		Kainga Ora		245.44		EI-O4 -  Considers that the objective should reflect the NPSET, that 
seeks that activities are managed ‘to the extent reasonably 
possible (e.g. Policy 10). 		Oppose		Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities should not be constrained or compromised by the adverse effects of subdivision, use and development, including reverse sensitivity. Limiting the Objective only to the operation, maintenance and repair of infrastructure, and not the upgrading or development, fails to recognise the impact of growth requirements, especially as a result of decarbonisation through electrification and the need to protect new regionally significant and lifeline utility infrastructure from adverse effects.		Disallow		Disallow the amendment proposed

		Timaru District Council		42.19		EI-P2  Related to submission on Objective EI-O2. Considers Policy E1-P2 should be to cover the situation where there are no alternative sites, routes or methods for the proposed infrastructure, e.g., due to design or locational constraints. Amend EI-P2.2 to include a further sub-clause such as "the extent to which viable alternative 
sites, routes or methods are available" or similar.
		Support		Alpine Energy Limited supports this amendment as it recognises that locational constraints on infrastructure can prohibit viable alternatives and it is appropriate for the policy to consider the extent to which viable alternative suites, routes or methods are available.		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Transpower New Zealand Limited		159.49		EI-P1 support the submission to amend the policy to allow the establishment of electricity transmission infrastructure 		Support		To deliver on the EI-P1 (6), to allow large scale renewable generation, the policy should also support the establishment of electricity transmission and distribution networks to achieve the benefits of the renewable generation		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter, with a further amendment: 
x. allowing the establishment of new and the development of development of electricity distribution assets

		Timaru District Council		42.19		EI-P2 The policy should cover the situation where there are no alternative sites, routes or methods for the proposed infrastructure, e.g. due to design or location constraints		Support		To implement EI-O2, the policy should allow for such situations as they apply to electricity distribution networks		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Radio New Zealand Limited		152.32		EI-P2 Alpine Energy supports the amendment to refer to lifeline utilities		Support		To be consistent with other provisions within the PDP		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Timaru District Council		42.20		EI-P3 Amend title to include lifeline utilities		Support		Recognising lifeline utilities within this policy aligns with the objectives		Allow in full		 To give effect to the objective, and the amended policy (as submitted) Alpine Energy further submits that as lifeline utilities, significant distribution lines require greater protection than is currently allowed in the PDP. Alpine Energy proposes an amendment to include a new rule protecting 33kV electricity distribution lines.
Alpine Energy proposes that activities and development adjacent to 33kV electricity lines are a discretionary activity where:  
a.   New sensitive activity and new buildings (excluding accessory buildings) within 10m of the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 10m of the visible outer edge of a foundation or an associated pole or tower; and
b.   New fences more than 2.5m high within 5m of the visible outer edge of a foundation for a 33kV electricity distribution line, pole or tower.
And that the storage of hazardous substances near 33kV electricity distribution lines is non-compliant where:
a.   The activity is within 10m from the centreline of a 33kV electricity distribution line. 
Alpine Energy proposes a notification requirement for non complaint activities:
a.   Any application arising shall not be subject to public notification but may be limited notified only to the relevant electricity distribution line operator, unless their written approval is provided. 

		Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society		156.67		EI- R11 Oppose submission to not permit new overhead lines within the coastal environment		Oppose		This amendment would hamper Alpine Energy's ability to  provide cost-effective electricity infrastructure to the Timaru community		Oppose		Disallow the amendment proposed

		Connexa; Chorus New Zealand; Vodafone New Zealand Limited; Spark New Zealand Trading Limited		176.51; 208.51; 209.51; 210.51		EI-R13 Support extending new overhead lines to commercial and mixed use zone		Support		These zones tend to have larger buildings which comfortably assimilate overhead lines.		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Connexa; Chorus New Zealand; Vodafone New Zealand Limited; Spark New Zealand Trading Limited		176.55; 208.55; 209.55 210.55		EI-R17 Footprint of network utilities should be consistent with the underlying zone provisions in the manner that setback and height in relation to boundary is under PER-1		Support		Consistency with other rules		Allow in full		As amended by the submitter

		Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society		156.64		EI-R2 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading of underground infrastructure in the coastal environment		Oppose		The amendment will hamper and increase the cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is inconsistent with EI-P1		Oppose		Disallow the amendment proposed

		Transpower New Zealand Limited		159.4		EI-R2 Support the rule, but not that it is more stringent than EI-R3 providing for new underground infrastructure		Support		Consistency with other rules		Support		As amended by the submitter

		Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society		156.65		EI-R3 Oppose the amendment to not permit upgrading of infrastructure in the coastal environment		Oppose		The amendment will hamper and increase the cost of maintaining lifeline utility assets and is inconsistent with EI-P1		Oppose		Disallow the amendment proposed

		Transpower New Zealand Limited		159.86		CE-P13 Support the policies relating to Regionally Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and submit that this be extended to include Lifeline Utilities, recognising that there are functional and operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal environment		Support		Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP that recognise the equal status of Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the electricity distribution network as a lifeline utility 		Allow		Amend CE-P13 as follows:
CE-P11     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities in Coastal Hazard Areas


		Connexa		176.84		CE-R7 Support the rule relating to maintenance and upgrading of Regionally Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and submit that this be extended to include Lifeline Utilities, recognising that there are functional and operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal environment and maintenance and upgrading of these utilities is of equal importance to that of Regionally Significant Infrastructure		Support		Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP that recognise the equal status of Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the electricity distribution network as a lifeline utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of existing lifeline utility assets should be recognised accordingly within the rule		Allow		Amend CE-R7 as follows:
CE-R7     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - maintenance and upgrade


		Transpower New Zealand Limited		159.87		CE-R8 Support the rule relating to new Regionally Significant Infrastructure in Coastal Hazard Areas, and submit that this be extended to include Lifeline Utilities, recognising that there are functional and operational needs for lifeline utilities in the coastal environment and maintenance and upgrading of these utilities is of equal importance to that of Regionally Significant Infrastructure		Support		Consistency with Objectives and Policies in the Energy and Infrastructure Section of the PDP that recognise the equal status of Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities. Further, Regionally Significant Infrastructure, including the Port of Timaru, is reliant the electricity distribution network as a lifeline utility, and the maintenance and upgrading  of existing lifeline utility assets should be recognised accordingly within the rule		Allow		Amend CE-R8 as follows:
CE-R8     Regionally Significant Infrastructure and Lifeline Utilities - New
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		David Walter and Charlotte Marie Hussey 		218 						David William & Siobhan Mary Collins  		141 

		David William & Siobhan Mary Collins  		141 						McAuley Trust 		142 

		Deborah Merle Beattie 		238 						Waka Kotahi 		143 

		EJAPS Ltd Jonathan Goslin 		4 						Gregory A. & Vivienne L Wilkinson  		144 

		Enviro Waste Services Ltd  		162 						Tristram Johnson 		145 

		Federated Farmers  		182 						Lyndsay William & Frances Margaret Dennison  		146 

		Fenlea Farms limited  		171 						Chris Hughes  		147 

		Fi Glass Products 		161 						Simo Enterprises Limited 		148 

		Fire and Emergency 		131 						James Reese Hart 		149 

		Fonterra Limited  		165 						Michael Sidhom 		15 

		Foodstuffs South Island Limited  		193 						The South Canterbury Club 		150 

		Ford, Pyke, Andrews Talbot, Wilkins & Proudfoot, Craig, Mackenzie 		33 						New Zealand Defence Force 		151 

		Frank Hocken 		112 						Radio New Zealand  		152 

		Fulton Hogan Limited  		170 						Kenneth James Weavers  		153 

		G.D.M. Offices Ltd 		38 						Christian Bras  		154 

		Gemma Oliver 		14 						Timaru Oil Services Ltd  		155 

		George and Rachel Harper 		109 						Royal Forest and Bird 		156 

		George Harper on behalf of joint submitters  		108 						Ryan De Joux 		157 

		Gerald Morton 		11 						Kenneth James & Rose Esther Tarrant 		158 

		GJH Rooney 		191 						Transpower New Zealand Limited 		159 

		Glenwillow Land Co Ltd  		99 						Brenda Van Buuren 		16 

		Go Media Ltd 		18 						David Alexander & Susanne Elizabeth Payne 		160 

		Gordon & Jillian Ireland 		110 						Fi Glass Products 		161 

		Graeme and Margaret King 		62 						Enviro Waste Services Ltd  		162 

		Graeme Clarke 		1 						Synlait Milk Ltd  		163 

		Graham & Sharon Melrose 		195 						Zolve Environmental Ltd 		164 

		Graham John & Kathleen Veronica Collins 		71 						Fonterra Limited  		165 

		Grant Coldicott 		254 						Penny Nelson, Director-General of Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei 		166 

		Greenfield, McCutcheon, Tarrant, Sullivan and Ellery 		34 						Broughs Gully Development Limited 		167 

		Gregory A. & Vivienne L Wilkinson  		144 						Hilton Haulage Limited Partnership 		168 

		Griff Simpson Family Trust 		199 						Road Metals Company Limited 		169 

		Groundswell NZ  		214 						Lisa Zwarts 		17 

		H B 		74 						Fulton Hogan Limited  		170 

		Hamish Laird 		111 						Fenlea Farms limited  		171 

		Harvey Norman Properties (N.Z.) Limited  		192 						Silver Fern Farms  Limited  		172 

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd 		53 						Alliance Group Limited 		173 

		Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga  		114 						Rooney Holdings Limited 		174 

		Hermann Frank 		90 						PrimePort Limited  		175 

		Hilton Development Trust 		205 						Connexa Limited 		176 

		Hilton Haulage Limited Partnership 		168 						Alastair Joseph  Rooney  		177 

		Holly Renee Singline and RSM Trust Limited 		27 						Rural Contractors New Zealand Incorpoorated  		178 

		Horticulture New Zealand 		245 						Barkers Fruit Processors Limited 		179 

		House Movers Section of the New Zealand  Heavy Haulage Association Inc  		184 						Go Media Ltd 		18 

		Ian Sinclair 		39 						Malpati Regenvanu 		180 

		Ixom Operations PTY LTD 		49 						Opuha Water Limited 		181 

		Izaak Charles Brosnan 		84 						Federated Farmers  		182 

		J R Livestock Limited 		241 						Canterbury Regional Council  		183 

		James Hart 		58 						House Movers Section of the New Zealand  Heavy Haulage Association Inc  		184 

		James Reese Hart 		149 						Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu  		185 

		Jane Bronwen Fuller 		80 						Timaru District Holdings Ltd 		186 

		Janice Anne Hutchinson  		130 						KiwiRail Holdings Limited  		187 

		Jeremy Talbot 		79 						Out of Home Media Association of Aotearoa 		188 

		Jet Boating New Zealand 		48 						Waipopo Huts Trust 		189 

		Joanne Brownie 		70 						Waitui Deer Farm Ltd 		19 

		Joanne Hanifin 		3 						North Meadows 2021 Limited and Thompson Engineering (2002) Limited 		190 

		John and Linda Badcock 		85 						GJH Rooney 		191 

		John Evans 		45 						Harvey Norman Properties (N.Z.) Limited  		192 

		John Leonard Shirtcliff and Rosemary Jean Shirtcliff 		81 						Foodstuffs South Island Limited  		193 

		John McKenzie 		10 						Russell James King 		194 

		Joseph John and Catherine Bo McKenzie & Choung 		103 						Graham & Sharon Melrose 		195 

		Judith Margaret Coldicott 		118 						BP Oil; Mobil Oil; Z Energy Limited 		196 

		Just Cows Limited 		23 						K J Rooney Ltd 		197 

		K J Rooney Ltd 		197 						O'Keefe, Stout & Vogel 		198 

		Kainga Ora 		229 						Griff Simpson Family Trust 		199 

		Karton and Hollamby Group Ltd T/A Stonewood Homes South Canterbury Ltd 		31 						Clayton Wallwork 		2 

		Keen, Oliver, Forbes et al 		46 						Terrence John O'Neill, Aileen Kathryn O'Neill,  C and F Trustees 2006 Ltd 		20 

		Kenneth James & Rose Esther Tarrant 		158 						Westgarth, Chapman, Blackler, et al. 		200 

		Kenneth James Weavers  		153 						Cessna 180/185 Group, Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association, Sports Aircraft Association, Recreational Backcountry Pilots Association 		201 

		Kerry McArthur 		113 						22 The Terrace Timaru Limited 		202 

		King, Hillegers and McMillan 		43 						Pages Trust and Russell Trust 		203 

		KiwiRail Holdings Limited  		187 						Paul Smith Earthmoving Limited 		204 

		Lee Anne Burdon 		72 						Hilton Development Trust 		205 

		Leon Hillegers 		25 						South Rangitata Reserve Inc 		206 

		Leslie Raymond Rawlings 		120 						R P & PB Simmons Trustee Company Limited 		207 

		Lifestyle Builds Ltd 		7 						Spark New Zealand Trading Limited 		208 

		Lineage Logistics New Zealand Limited  		107 						Chorus New Zealand Limited 		209 

		Lisa Zwarts 		17 						Logan King 		21 

		Logan King 		21 						Vodafone New Zealand Limited 		210 

		Louise Aubrey 		59 						Rolling Ridges Trust 		211 

		Lucinda Robertson 		65 						Venture Timaru 		212 

		Luke Challies and Elizabeth Ireland  		77 						Southern Wide Helicopters 		213 

		Lyndsay William & Frances Margaret Dennison  		146 						Groundswell NZ  		214 

		Malpati Regenvanu 		180 						Te Pukenga - New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology trading as Ara Institute of Technology 		215 

		Margaret Elizabeth Digby 		122 						Simstra Family Trust 		216 

		Matthew Batty 		222 						Anne-Marie Ford and Mostafa Ammar 		217 

		Maze Pastures Limited 		41 						David Walter and Charlotte Marie Hussey 		218 

		McAuley Trust 		142 						Timaru Town Centre Ratepayers Action Group 		219 

		Michael Sidhom 		15 						Oliver Amies 		22 

		Mike Lamb 		24 						The Tree Council 		220 

		Milward Finlay Lobb 		60 						Rangitata Island Dairy Ltd 		221 

		Ministry of Education 		106 						Matthew Batty 		222 

		Miriam Jowett 		75 						Timaru Civic Trust 		223 

		New Zealand  Agricultural Aviation Association  		132 						Aggregate and Quarry Association 		224 

		New Zealand Defence Force 		151 						Bidwill Trust Hospital 		225 

		Nicolas John Twaddle 		127 						Ryman Healthcare Limited 		226 

		Noel Edward Glass 		83 						Rosa Westgarth & Jan Gibson 		227 

		North Meadows 2021 Limited and Thompson Engineering (2002) Limited 		190 						Redwood Group 		228 

		Not allocated 		246 						Kainga Ora 		229 

		NZ Frost Fans Limited 		255 						Just Cows Limited 		23 

		NZ Pork Industry Board 		247 						The Retirement Villages Association  of New Zealand Incorporated 		230 

		NZMCA  		134 						Timothy Graeme Blackler 		231 

		O'Keefe, Stout & Vogel 		198 						Peter Bras 		232 

		Oliver Amies 		22 						Red Sky Holdings 		233 

		Opuha Water Limited 		181 						Rangitata Diversion Race Management Limited 		234 

		OSA Properties Ltd 		51 						Willowridge Developments Ltd 		235 

		Out of Home Media Association of Aotearoa 		188 						Waihi School Trust Board 		236 

		Pages Trust and Russell Trust 		203 						Aitken, Johnston & RSM Trust Limited 		237 

		Parinui Farm  		119 						Deborah Merle Beattie 		238 

		Paul Smith Earthmoving Limited 		204 						Ara Poutama, The Department of Corrections 		239 

		Peel Forest Estate  		105 						Mike Lamb 		24 

		Penny Nelson, Director-General of Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei 		166 						Te Tumu Paeroa, Office of the Maori Trustee 		240 

		Peter and Stephanie McCullough 		137 						J R Livestock Limited 		241 

		Peter Bonifacio 		36 						Woolworths New Zealand Limited 		242 

		Peter Bras 		232 						Ronald Clearwater 		243 

		Peter Nixon  		139 						David and Annemeike Jeaffreson 		244 

		Peter Wallace 		6 						Horticulture New Zealand 		245 

		Philip Gray 		124 						Not allocated 		246 

		Port Blakely Limited  		94 						NZ Pork Industry Board 		247 

		Port Bryson Property Limited 		104 						White Water Properties Limited 		248 

		PrimePort Limited  		175 						Rooney Group Ltd 		249 

		Property Income Fund No.2 Limited 		56 						Leon Hillegers 		25 

		Pye Group Ltd, Dialan Dairy Ltd, Grantlea Dairy Ltd, South Park Farm Ltd, South Stream Dairy Ltd 		35 						Rooney Farms Ltd 		250 

		R & G Kellahan 		26 						Rooney Earthmoving Limited 		251 

		R P & PB Simmons Trustee Company Limited 		207 						Timaru Developments Ltd 		252 

		Rachel Smith 		9 						Roselyne Yeandle 		253 

		Radio New Zealand  		152 						Grant Coldicott 		254 

		Rangitata Dairies Limited Partnership 		44 						NZ Frost Fans Limited 		255 

		Rangitata Diversion Race Management Limited 		234 						R & G Kellahan 		26 

		Rangitata Island Dairy Ltd 		221 						Holly Renee Singline and RSM Trust Limited 		27 

		Red Sky Holdings 		233 						Robyn & Richard Hay 		28 

		Redwood Group 		228 						Tom Hargreaves 		29 

		Road Metals Company Limited 		169 						Joanne Hanifin 		3 

		Rob Gerard 		40 						Chris & Sharon Mcknight 		30 

		Robert James Weavers 		82 						Karton and Hollamby Group Ltd T/A Stonewood Homes South Canterbury Ltd 		31 

		Robert Whitham 		121 						Bruce Selbie 		32 

		Robyn & Richard Hay 		28 						Ford, Pyke, Andrews Talbot, Wilkins & Proudfoot, Craig, Mackenzie 		33 

		Rodney and Tania Coles 		76 						Greenfield, McCutcheon, Tarrant, Sullivan and Ellery 		34 

		Roger Ellis and Elizabeth Jane Buchanan and Small 		123 						Pye Group Ltd, Dialan Dairy Ltd, Grantlea Dairy Ltd, South Park Farm Ltd, South Stream Dairy Ltd 		35 

		Rolling Ridges Trust 		211 						Peter Bonifacio 		36 

		Ronald Clearwater 		243 						Bruce Eggleton 		37 

		Rooney Earthmoving Limited 		251 						G.D.M. Offices Ltd 		38 

		Rooney Farms Ltd 		250 						Ian Sinclair 		39 

		Rooney Group Ltd 		249 						EJAPS Ltd Jonathan Goslin 		4 

		Rooney Holdings Limited 		174 						Rob Gerard 		40 

		Rosa Westgarth & Jan Gibson 		227 						Maze Pastures Limited 		41 

		Roselyne Yeandle 		253 						Timaru District Council 		42 

		Royal Forest and Bird 		156 						King, Hillegers and McMillan 		43 

		Rural Contractors New Zealand Incorpoorated  		178 						Rangitata Dairies Limited Partnership 		44 

		Russell James King 		194 						John Evans 		45 

		Russell Kenneth Brodie 		125 						Keen, Oliver, Forbes et al 		46 

		Ruth Melrose 		69 						ANSTAR Limited 		47 

		Ryan De Joux 		157 						Jet Boating New Zealand 		48 

		Ryman Healthcare Limited 		226 						Ixom Operations PTY LTD 		49 

		Scott Jesen 		67 						Timaru Old Boys Sports Club 		5 

		Sid McAuley 		57 						Daniel Stack 		50 

		Silver Fern Farms  Limited  		172 						OSA Properties Ltd 		51 

		Simo Enterprises Limited 		148 						Canterbury Woodchip Supplies Ltd - BL & NJ Coleman and QA Trustees 2012 Ltd 		52 

		Simon Connolly 		136 						Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd 		53 

		Simon Pemberton 		64 						Steve Dale & Anthony Dale 		54 

		Simstra Family Trust 		216 						Alpine Energy Limited 		55 

		Smillie Family  		91 						Property Income Fund No.2 Limited 		56 

		South Canterbury Car Club Inc  		135 						Sid McAuley 		57 

		South Rangitata Reserve Inc 		206 						James Hart 		58 

		Southern Proteins Limited 		140 						Louise Aubrey 		59 

		Southern Wide Helicopters 		213 						Peter Wallace 		6 

		Spark New Zealand Trading Limited 		208 						Milward Finlay Lobb 		60 

		Station Air Ltd 		61 						Station Air Ltd 		61 

		Steve & Yanna Houwaard Sullivan 		138 						Graeme and Margaret King 		62 

		Steve Dale & Anthony Dale 		54 						Wendy and James Smith 		63 

		Steve Fraser 		12 						Simon Pemberton 		64 

		Synlait Milk Ltd  		163 						Lucinda Robertson 		65 

		Te Kotare Trust  		115 						Bruce Speirs  		66 

		Te Pukenga - New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology trading as Ara Institute of Technology 		215 						Scott Jesen 		67 

		Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu  		185 						Ashley Shewan 		68 

		Te Tumu Paeroa, Office of the Maori Trustee 		240 						Ruth Melrose 		69 

		Terrence John O'Neill, Aileen Kathryn O'Neill,  C and F Trustees 2006 Ltd 		20 						Lifestyle Builds Ltd 		7 

		The Retirement Villages Association  of New Zealand Incorporated 		230 						Joanne Brownie 		70 

		The South Canterbury Club 		150 						Graham John & Kathleen Veronica Collins 		71 

		The Tree Council 		220 						Lee Anne Burdon 		72 

		Timaru Civic Trust 		223 						Waterton Farm Ltd  		73 

		Timaru Developments Ltd 		252 						H B 		74 

		Timaru District Council 		42 						Miriam Jowett 		75 

		Timaru District Holdings Ltd 		186 						Rodney and Tania Coles 		76 

		Timaru Oil Services Ltd  		155 						Luke Challies and Elizabeth Ireland  		77 

		Timaru Old Boys Sports Club 		5 						Christopher  Terence Templeton 		78 

		Timaru Town Centre Ratepayers Action Group 		219 						Jeremy Talbot 		79 

		Timothy Graeme Blackler 		231 						Aaron Carson 		8 

		Tom Hargreaves 		29 						Jane Bronwen Fuller 		80 

		Toni Gilbert  		133 						John Leonard Shirtcliff and Rosemary Jean Shirtcliff 		81 

		Tosh Prodanov 		117 						Robert James Weavers 		82 

		Transpower New Zealand Limited 		159 						Noel Edward Glass 		83 

		Tristram Johnson 		145 						Izaak Charles Brosnan 		84 

		Venture Timaru 		212 						John and Linda Badcock 		85 

		Vodafone New Zealand Limited 		210 						Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited  		86 

		Waihi School Trust Board 		236 						Agnes Baekelandt 		87 

		Waipopo Huts Trust 		189 						Anna Morten 		88 

		Waitui Deer Farm Ltd 		19 						Dairy Holdings Limited  		89 

		Waka Kotahi 		143 						Rachel Smith 		9 

		Warren & Elizabeth Scott  		128 						Hermann Frank 		90 

		Warren John Bloxham  		97 						Smillie Family  		91 

		Waterton Farm Ltd  		73 						Bruce Wain Rogers 		92 

		Wendy and James Smith 		63 						Catharina Treeby 		93 

		Westgarth, Chapman, Blackler, et al. 		200 						Port Blakely Limited  		94 

		White Water Properties Limited 		248 						Darren Wayne Rae 		95 

		Willowridge Developments Ltd 		235 						Ali Bras  		96 

		Woolworths New Zealand Limited 		242 						Warren John Bloxham  		97 

		Z Energy 		116 						David John Parris  		98 

		Zolve Environmental Ltd 		164 						Glenwillow Land Co Ltd  		99 
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Timaru District Council | PO Box 522 | Timaru 7940
P: 03 687 7200 | W: www.timaru.govt.nz

From: Fabia Fox <Fabia.Fox@alpineenergy.co.nz> 
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2023 4:49 PM
To: PDP <pdp@timdc.govt.nz>
Subject: [Potential Impersonation] - Alpine Energy Limited Further Submissions to PDP
 

 
Kia ora PDP Team
 
Please find attached Alpine Energy Limited’s further submission to the Proposed Timaru District Plan.
 
Any questions on the submission, please let me know.
 
Kind regards, and happy Friday
Fabia Fox / Regulatory & Sustainability Manager
T 0800 661177  P 027 469 3702  W alpineenergy.co.nz 
24 Elginshire Street, Washdyke | PO Box 530, Timaru
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We are a member of the Utilities Disputes complaints scheme. If you have raised a complaint that we have not managed to resolve, you can contact
Utilities Disputes  for resolving complaints, this is a free and independent service. This communication may contain information that is confidential and
subject to legal privilege. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately and permanently delete this communication.
If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, retention, or other use is prohibited. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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